
LAP-DESA

This location is quite

exceptional and unusual

in that it brings the desert

and an oasis to you but

only 45 minutes drive from

Marrakech. The owner

found this spot quite by

accident when out riding

his horse & it has proven

to be a remarkable find

& offers a true adventure. 

Main house. 2 Double rooms & 1 twin bedroom, 2 bathrooms, sitting room • 

Lower house.  4 twin bedrooms and 5 external bathrooms •  

Dar Jdida  2  twin bedrooms with a bathroom • 

Cabane Berbère  2 double bedrooms.  Use external bathrooms • 

2 double nomad tents. Use external bathrooms • 

After leaving the main road from Marrakech you turn onto an off road
section that takes you across the desert style terrain and suddenly you
descend into a valley and an oasis.  

The French owner has very carefully created this idyllic spot into a
traditional encampment with a mixture of Berber tents and traditional
"pisé*" small buildings with very comfortable accommodation with
bathrooms with hot running water provided by solar power. The
accommodation listed below can be added to by bringing in luxury
tents with carpets, furniture, proper beds and linen. The staff are very
friendly and helpful and the food excellent.

*Pisé is a mud and straw construction that
in summer allows building to be cool and in
winter, warm.



The power is supplied by lanterns and
candles and the hot water by solar power.
At night as there is no light pollution the sky
provides a ceiling of stars. Large camp fires
are lit at night.

LAP-DESA provides a blank canvas where
one can add to the accommodation
allowing various permutations for groups.
Berber tents can be added where needed.
This is a perfect place for a private or
corporate party to experience the desert
without having to cross the Atlas. We can
bring in traditional entertainers, musicians
and dancers to add to the atmosphere. 



LAP-DESA even has its own golf course! Not quite
what you would expect and not exactly Arnold
Palmer design, but great fun. The owner has made
special golf cards showing each hole and the
distances and the par. 

The terrain and surrounding areas allow one to
ride camels, horse ride, quad bike, 4x4, mountain
bike and even hot air ballooning. 

For people wishing to take an off road experience,
we can use this location as a base camp and
take you off road right into the Atlas Mountains,
via a lake. This enables you to experience desert,
a lake (with Jet Ski), mountain terrain, remote villages
and all in a day.

In keeping with our policy of using images to tell the story, this PDF features many images of the
location and the area. Please note when we took the photographs it was in January so the terrain
has a light covering of green and flowers which disappear in March revealing the true desert terrain. 

Some of the facilities available are,

cross country golf  
Horse and Camel riding 
Motocross biking
Quad and mountain bikes 
4x4 opportunities 
Desert style hiking 
Plunge pool 
Traditional Moroccan entertainers
Guides 

Prices are on request and depend on the number of people and the facilities requested.


